Rajasthan High Court, Jodhpur
Preliminary Examination for recruitment in the Civil Judge Cadre, 2017
Instructions for Candidates:
1.

Candidates are required to download their respective Admit Card
by login at http://sso.rajasthan.gov.in.

2.

The candidates may be allowed entry into the examination centre
Half an Hour before the scheduled time, but will be allowed to
enter in their respective rooms only before 15 minutes.

3.

Late comers may be allowed to enter at the discretion of Nodal
Officer & the Centre Superintendent, on being satisfied with the
reason expressed by the candidate for delay. No candidate will be
allowed the entry beyond 15 minutes after the commencement of
the examination.

4.

Every Candidate must bring with him Admission Card, one of the
original Photo Identity Proof along with its Xerox Copy (Adhar
Card/Driving Licence/ Voter ID card/ Passport/Pan Card), a recent
coloured photograph 2.5cm x 2.5cm size and black/blue ball point
pen to darken circles of OMR Answer Sheet to answer the relevant
question. The candidates are directed to mention his Roll No. on
the Xerox copy of ID proof.

5.

Candidates are required to darken only one circle of OMR Sheet to
answer one question adopting the right method to darken the
circle i.e. circle should be fully darken. Use of whitener is
prohibited.

6.

Answers to the question shall not be evaluated in following
conditions:
a. If, candidates darken multiple circles.
b. If, candidates darken circle by wrong method.
c. If, candidates use whitener to erase previously darken
circle.

7.

Every Candidate must ensure that he/she sits on the seat
specified for him/her by verifying the Roll Number appearing on
the seat with his/her Admission Card.

8.

The Candidates must ensure that they have properly filled in all
the required information such as Roll Numbers, series of Question

Paper Booklet given to them etc. on the OMR Answer Sheet in the
relevant circle and specified space.
9.

Candidates filling incomplete / wrong roll number, filling wrong
series of Question Paper Booklet, sitting in wrong place may be
excluded from the process of evaluation.

10.

The candidate shall have to sign the certificate of his genuineness
as specified in the OMR Answer Sheet.

11.

The Candidate will be allowed to take his/her question paper
booklet & Carbon Copy of OMR Answer Sheet with him/her but
Candidate, who wishes to leave the examination hall before the
scheduled time, would be allowed to do so only 30 minutes prior to
the end of examination, but will not be allowed to carry the
question paper booklet & copy of OMR Answer Sheet with
him/her.

12.

No T.A. & D.A. shall be admissible to the candidates for appearing
in the examination.

13.

Mobile Phone, Bluetooth, Smart Watch, Calculator, Pager or any
kind of Electronic/ Communication Device, whitener, ink pen, slide
rule, geometry box, wallet, Purse, Bag etc. shall not be permitted
within the premises of Examination Centre.

14.

Dress Code:
a. Male Candidates shall wear half sleeve shirt / T-shirt,
trouser and sleeper.
b. Female candidates shall wear salwar suit / saree, half
sleeve top / blouse, sleeper and rubber band in hair.
c. Candidate shall not wear shoes, sandals, socks, goggles,
belt, hair pin, ganda / tabeez, scarf, hat / cap, stall, shawl,
and muffler. They shall not carry any purse / hand bag
with them.
d. Candidates are not allowed to wear full sleeve shirt /
blouse, big size button, any type of broche, badge, flower.
e. In case of any dispute regarding dress code, decision of
Nodal Officer of the examination centre shall be final.

15.

Candidates violating these instructions and instructions on admit
card will be debarred from the examination and may also be
subject to panel action.

